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Are horses emotional 
eaters? 

Turning away - eating faster 
or not eating anymore

by Rachaël Draaisma“M
unching on chocolate out of 
boredom, emptying a bag 
of crisps out of tension, not 
being able to eat a single 

bite out of fear; our emotional state is 
sometimes reflected in our eating pattern. 
This biological process does not only 
happen in humans though. The same 
physical processes occur in horses, and, 
just as in humans, they also manifest 
in the form of different eating patterns. 
Therefore, studying these eating patterns 
is an additional way in which to judge 
your horse’s tension level.” Speaking is 
Rachaël Draaisma, who has spent the last 
five years studying the communicative and 
calming signals of horses. In this article, 
she discusses the eating patterns and 
positioning of horses. 

 “When I started my research into the 
communicative signals of horses four 
years ago, I began by analysing 220 videos 
of domesticated horses interacting with 
people in various ways. Among other 
things, I looked at what the horses did 
with their ears, eyes, and mouth and at 
their head-neck and body positions. And 
although it was not the primary focus of 
my research, I could not help but notice 
that particular eating patterns in horses 
were linked to a certain level of tension.”

“I concluded, based on my observations 
and supplementary research, that a horse 
demonstrates a different eating pattern 
when his tension level is slightly elevated. 
The bite-frequency increases - sometimes 
by as many as 75 bites in five minutes. 
In addition, when he experiences light 
tension, the horse uses a different biting 
technique. For instance, the front teeth 
are bared just a bit more during a hasty 
bite, or the mouth is opened more widely 
in order to down larger chunks of grass 
faster. If the tension decreases, you will see 
the horse reverting to his normal, relaxed 
eating pattern. If the tension does not 
increase but rises instead, you will see the 
horse’s eating become increasingly rushed. 
He takes smaller bites and sometimes 
does not take the time to properly chew or 
swallow. Sometimes a bit of food, hay or 
grass, falls out of his mouth. Drinking is 
also more hurried. The horse takes small 
sips, interrupted by rushed movements 
such as walking around, looking around, 
sniffing, or whinnying. If the tension rises 
even further, the horse will no longer 
eat or drink at all, even when you offer 
something.”

Eating reduces anxiety
It is interesting to look at what biological mechanisms 
underpin this behaviour. Rachaël Draaisma: “The amygdala 
is an almond-shaped core in the brain that plays an active 
part in the detection of fear. This can happen in reaction 
to a stimulus or situation that the horse is experiencing for 
the first time and which is causing him fear. However, it can 
also occur in a case of stimulus that is not frightening, but 
still causes fright in the horse because he has experienced 
fear in connection with it in the past. When the amygdala 
judges a situation to be frightening, it stimulates the 
hypothalamus, the pituitary gland and the adrenal glands 
(The HPA axis) to get in gear and produce, among other 
things; adrenaline, noradrenaline and dopamine. Hormones 
prepare your body for a fight or flight reaction. Researchi 

shows that, if you eat while your tension is rising, it has 
a dampening effect on the activity of the HPA-axis and 
reduces anxiety.”

“However, if the stimulus or situation that is causing the 
horse tension continues to exist at the same intensity level 
and his tension keeps rising, then the dampening is no 
longer in effect. It is overruled by a body that is preparing 
for action. The hormones - adrenaline, dopamine, and 
noradrenaline, and later, glucocorticoids like cortisol, are 
whizzing through the horse’s body. Other tension features 
become clearly visible; he has a high head-neck position, 
tense muscles, rounder eyes, rounder nostrils, and possibly 
a different shaped upper lip. Also, the horse moves more 
hurriedly, he is not calm enough to eat or drink in a 
relaxed way. If his tension increases even further, you will 
see that the horse stops eating and drinking altogether. 
This is caused by the intestines. Under the influence of 
increasing cortisol secretion (due to the elevated tension), 
the small intestine moves more slowly. To the contrary, 
the movements or contractions, of the large intestine are 
strongly enhanced by the elevated cortisol levelii. This 
means that food is transported through the bowels with 
increased speed, causing horses to defecate (often at times, 
producing watery, gooey faeces or nothing but a little 
water comes out of the anus). Researchers posit that, the 
contradiction between the increase in activity of the large 
intestine and the decrease in that of the small intestine 
makes the horse nauseous, which causes him to stop eating 
and drinking.”

“As riders and handlers, we naturally want to prevent stress 
responses wherever possible and create a positive working 
and learning environment for our horse. Analysing how 
quickly your horse eats and which biting technique he uses, 
is an additional assessment tool. If he is no longer able to eat 
or drink, then his stress level is high. If he is eating quickly, 
then, he is feeling mild tension and is trying to calm himself 
by eating. When, in this case, a horse does not have grass 
or hay at his disposal, you will sometimes see him sniffing 
around the ground for something edible with which to do 
this.” 

Showing the hindquarters, flanks, or front in 
response to a stimulus 
“At the moment when your horse is feeling mild tension, the fight or flight 
mechanism has not yet been triggered, and you are trying to figure out the 
stimulus he is reacting to, then the way the horse positions himself in relation 
to that stimulus can also provide a clue. I will discuss three positions that 
came out of my research. The horse can turn his hindquarters, flank, or front 
(chest and head) towards the stimulus. I have designated the first two positions 
(showing the hindquarters or flank) as calming signals. By the way the horse 
positions himself; he assumes a deescalating stance towards the stimulus. In 
showing his hindquarters or flank, he is trying to calm the stimulus, be it a 
person, animal, or object. This position at the same time calms him as well. 
Showing the hindquarters or flank, enables him to (without conflict) remain in 
the environment with the stimulus that triggered him. It is comparable to the 
way we look away or turn away when a stranger, who is standing two feet away, 
scrutinizes us intensely. We do not want to fight or flee, but we do want to send a 
non-confrontational signal that we do not want further contact with the person.”

“In this, showing the hindquarters has a stronger deescalating effect than showing 
the flanks. A horse that shows his hindquarters is less likely to later approach 
the stimulus. A horse who turns his flank to a stimulus can, after some time has 
passed, still seek the stimulus out. In that sense, the showing of the flank was a 
small break. From both positions, it is also possible for the horse to choose to do 
something else and not approach the stimulus.”

“A horse that turns his flank or hindquarters towards a stimulus in this way does 
so with soft muscles. His eyes are almond-shaped and soft; his nostrils are long. 
It is also possible for the eyes to be half closed when the horse is turned around. 
Both ears are pointed forward, as though he is focused on entirely different things 
than the stimulus he was just reacting to. You can see this stance in horses that 
turn their hindquarters towards a busy aisle, or horses who have just been chased 
off at pasture and who, in this fashion, are able to stand at a smaller distance from 
the horse that has just repelled them. Showing the hindquarters as a calming 
signal is fundamentally different from a horse who intends to kick with his hind 
legs. This horse has a tense topline and a high head-neck position. The ears are 
turned back. The poll of the neck is pressed down and the nose sticks up slightly. 
Sometimes, he also tilts his head slightly to be able to see the stimulus he intends 
to strike. It is also possible for him to lift one of his hind legs in threat.”       

“If a mildly tense horse (eating or not) is facing the stimulus, you will see him 
approach the stimulus after a short time. He can do this by walking straight up 
to it. If he wants to employ extra caution though, you will see him give additional 
calming signals. For instance, he can walk towards the stimulus in a shallow arc, 
move more slowly, stop sometimes, turn his head and neck away and back again, 
chew, or blink his eyes.”

“

“If you see your horse eating with an increased bite rate and a different biting 
technique, try to figure out what it is that is causing him mild tension? Is he 
standing in a place that is difficult for him? Are you on a ride in the country and 
is your horse nervous to be so far away from home for so long? Is your horse 
trying to calm himself because he smells strange scents or hears the sounds of 
children he is not fully accustomed to? Is he in a pasture with other horses whose 
behaviour towards him is unfriendly? Because of the horse’s superior senses, 
sometimes you will not be able to put your finger on the stimulus in question. In 
that case, however, you can still determine where the stimulus is coming from by 
looking at the direction in which the horse is looking and pointing his ears.”
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Rachaël Draaisma has spent the last five years 
studying the communicative and calming signals of 
horses. This study lead in 2017 to the book ‘Language 
signs & calming signals of horses - recognition 
and application’. Rachaël’s study will be ongoing 
though, and she continues to film and analyse films 
of domestic horses. Rachaël travels to give lectures 
and workshops throughout Europe. In her work as 
behaviour consultant there is a special emphasis on 
reading the horses’s communicative signals and body 
features, as well as on Empowerment and Nosework 
for horses. For more information go to:  
www.calmingsignalsofhorses.com

Use eating and positioning to your 
advantage 

“You can read a horse’s tension from his body and facial 
language and from his behaviour. In this, it can be useful 
to watch how a horse eats and how he positions himself. 
The way he eats gives you extra information about his level 
of tension. How a horse positions himself, tells you how 
strongly motivated he is to approach the stimulus. If he 
wants to approach it straight away, he will face it head-on. 
If he wants a break first, he will turn his flank towards it. 
And if he does not want to approach it, he will turn his 
hindquarters in its direction. All of this is meant to avoid 
conflict.” 

“When you see that your horse is experiencing mild 
tension, first determine whether an intervention on your 
part is required. Look at the horse’s eating pattern and his 
position. If the horse is calming down and therefore able to 
handle the situation on his own, then all is well, and you do 
not need to do anything. If the horse is not calming down, 
then you can decide how best to help.”

Rachaël continues: “Eating is calming when there is mild 
tension. You could decide to feed your horse in situations 
you think are difficult for him. In that case, I would go with 
hay or silage grass. You can offer him this continuously, or 
every so often. If you do this, choose your feeding time in 
such a way that your horse stays in a relaxed mode and does 
not, for instance, continually beg for food or build tension 
because he does not know when he will be fed. I do not 
choose to feed a horse only after he understands that he 
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should not beg for it. I do not expect the horse to understand such a cognitively 
difficult concept in a moment of tension. In this situation, involving a difficult 
stimulus, I choose to keep the horse relaxed, also so that he experiences a positive 
association with the situation. If you like, you can always decide to steadily 
decrease the amount of food you use for this in the future.”  

“I sometimes hear that people are hesitant about using hay or grass during 
training. The argument goes that it creates horses who want to eat everywhere. 
That can be a problem. I think you can create clarity about this by, when he is 
grazing outside on a rope, for instance, giving him a clear start and stop signal. If 
you are outside and you have not given the start signal, do not allow him to eat, 
causing him to learn when he can and when he cannot eat. It is also important 
to realise, that in the wild, horses graze almost around the clock. Grazing is an 
indispensable instinct. The equine stomach produces gastric acid twenty-four 
hours a day. As it chews food, the horse procures saliva. When this saliva reaches 
the stomach with the food, it neutralizes the acid. Several studies have shown 
that if the horse is not given roughage for over six hours, there is an increased 
likelihood of stomach ulcersiii. However, many domesticated horses have to wait 
for their food for far longer than six hours. So, should you want to use hay as 
a calming factor, then it might be good for your horse’s stomach and general 
health at the same time. If you have a horse whose roughage intake needs to be 
limited, you could still use hay as a calming tool by moving your feeding times 
(or quantities) around.”

“You can also use your knowledge of your horse’s positioning by turning your 
horse so that he faces a stimulus head-on, if he likes looking at it and, of course, 
if he is relaxed. If he is more bothered by a stimulus, you can turn his flank or 
hindquarters towards it. This might be a useful technique in the grooming area. 
Or you could use it in his stall by placing the hay somewhere else, or when you 
are holding him on a rope outside. In doing this, maintain a distance that your 
horse can handle and that does not trigger a flight response. If you let your horse 
eat roughage in that position, you combine both things, and you can use it as an 
additional tool within a socialisation plan.”

Picture (left) of relaxed horse 
while the  picture on the right 
shows a horse eating with 
more tension.


